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Abstract: Images captured in a real scene usually suffer from complex non-uniform degradation,
which includes both global and local blurs. It is difficult to handle the complex blur variances
by a unified processing model. We propose a global-local blur disentangling network, which can
effectively extract global and local blur features via two branches. A phased training scheme is
designed to disentangle the global and local blur features, that is the branches are trained with
task-specific datasets, respectively. A branch attention mechanism is introduced to dynamically
fuse global and local features. Complex blurry images are used to train the attention module and
the reconstruction module. The visualized feature maps of different branches indicated that our
dual-branch network can decouple the global and local blur features efficiently. Experimental results
show that the proposed dual-branch blur disentangling network can improve both the subjective
and objective deblurring effects for real captured images.

Keywords: dual-branch; disentangling network; branch attention

1. Introduction

Limited on the performance of capture devices and environmental conditions, images
captured in a real dynamic scene are often blurry. Blur is one of the main degrading
factors in the captured images. Blurry image not only affects subjective perception, but
also affects the performance of the subsequent intelligent analysis. Insufficient camera
resolution, long shooting distance, camera shake, and other factors may result in global
image blur, while target motion, scene depth changes, and out-of-focus issues will lead
to local blur. Different types of blur are randomly and complicatedly coupled. Therefore,
the restoration of non-uniform blurry images in real dynamic scenes is a very challenging
issue in low-level computer vision.

Due to the ill-posed essence of the image restoration problem, the conventional blind
restoration methods [1–7] usually make assumptions about the blur kernel and then use
the prior of natural images to restore the clear images. Most conventional methods [8–12]
mainly focus on solving the motion blur caused by simple target movement, camera
translation, rotation, and other factors. It is still difficult to handle the blurred images in
real dynamic scenes. Early learning-based blind image restoration methods [13–16] used
convolutional neural networks (CNNs) to estimate unknown blur kernels, such methods
are difficult to deal with blur in a dynamic scene. Existing methods [17–21] adopt end-to-
end deep networks to directly learn the mapping relationship between the blurry and clear
images. This kind of method takes less consideration on the characteristics of the blurry
images, which often leads to over smoothing.

According to whether the blur kernel is spatially varying, the blurry image is divided
into the global blur and local blur [16], or called uniform blur and non-uniform blur. We
have observed that real blurry images are often formed by the coupling of these two types
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of blur. The background region usually appears global blur, or the change of the blur kernel
is relatively gentle, while the foreground moving targets are local blur. The global blur
appears on the whole image, while the local blur kernels may vary with respect to spatial
position [22]. Accurately predicting the non-uniform blur area is of great significance to
improve the quality of the blind restored images.

Only a few methods [16,23] classified blur regions according to the varying of blur.
Liu et al. [23] proposed a Bayesian classifier to classify image patches into blurry and non-
blurry patches. Yan et al. [16] proposed a Fourier transform-based blur kernel estimation
prior. This method adopted the frequency domain characteristics and a deep neural
network to solve the patch-based image deblurring. Although these two methods [16,23]
can detect the local blur of real images, these methods only extract hand-craft features. Due
to the diversity of dynamic scene blur, the performances of these methods are still limited.
Reference [24] proposed a multi-branch network that can perceive human movement and
achieved good results. However, because this method only considers the movement of
people in the foreground, the applicability is still limited.

We designed a dual-branch network to resolve the problem of non-uniform blur image
restoration. A phased training strategy is designed to disentangle the global and local blur
features, and an attention mechanism is used to fuse the two kinds of features, thereby
improving the quality of blind non-uniform blurry image restoration. Figure 1 shows the
visualization of feature maps extracted via the global and local blur feature extraction
branches, respectively. We can observe that the dual-branch network can capture the global
and local blur features efficiently. Different from other multi-branch networks, in our
model, two branches are designed to the same architecture. We show that the disentangling
function can be achieved via a merely data-driven manner by a phased training strategy.

Figure 1. The feature map of disentangle branches for local and global blur feature maps. From left
to right are the blurry image, local blur feature map, and global blur feature map.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows.

• A global-local blur feature disentangling network is proposed. The network adopts
a parallel dual-branch architecture to decouple the global and local blur features. A
branch attention mechanism is designed to dynamically fuse dual-branch features.

• A phased training strategy with task-specific datasets was introduced to train different
branches and the branch attention model. We train the branch modules to extract the
global and local blur features at first; then, we fix the branch parameters and train the
attention module to adaptively restore the complex blurry images.

• A comprehensive comparison was conducted. With the guidance of the global and
local blur feature disentangling branches and the branch attention mechanism, the
network can reconstruct sharp edges and clear structures. The feature maps of the
dual-branch network show that our method can successfully disentangle the global
and local blur features. The restoration results show that the method proposed in this
paper has achieved state-of-the-art subjective and objective performance compared
with the existing dynamic scene deblurring methods.

2. Related Work
2.1. Image Deblurring for Dynamic Scene

Complex non-uniform blur results from camera shaking, object motion, varying in
depth, and defocus, which make it a daunting task in computer vision. Conventional
deblurring methods make efforts to estimate the blur kernel corresponding to each pixel,
which is a serious ill-conditioned problem. They usually make some assumptions about
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blur kernels. Methods [2,6,25] used a simple parameter prior model to quickly estimate
local linear blur kernel. In Reference [7,26], different parameter prior models are em-
ployed to estimate blur kernel and restore images iteratively. However, most conventional
methods [8–12] mainly focuses on solving the motion blur caused by simple target motion,
camera translation, rotation, and other factors, while the blurry image of a real dynamic
scene suffers from complex and non-uniform blurry degradation. Therefore, conventional
methods are difficult to effectively solve the problem of non-uniform blur in real scenes.
They often involve iteration, which results in time-consuming and limited performance.

Early learning-based methods [13–16] mainly used CNN to estimate unknown blur
kernels to improve the accuracy in blind restoration, and then conventional deconvolution
methods are employed to restore the blurry images. Sun et al. [13] and Yan et al. [16]
parameterized and estimated the blur kernel through classification and regression analysis.
These methods [13–16] improve the conventional deblurring framework with CNN kernel
estimation. The quality of image restoration depends on the accuracy of estimated blur
kernels.

Recently, some end-to-end deep learning-based deblurring methods [17–21] have
emerged, inspired by research work, such as image transfer-based on Generative Adversar-
ial Network (GAN) [27]. Kupyn et al. [20] regarded deblurring as a special case of image
style transfer, that is, CNN is used to model the mappings from the blurry to clean image.
GAN is used to generate images that are close to the real clear images. Nah et al. [18]
designed a multi-scale network to extract the multi-scale information of the image in an
iterative manner, and gradually restore the clear image. Tao et al. [28] proposed a scale
recursive network with shared parameters. The experimental results show that these
methods have achieved good results in both of the subjective objective quality compared
with the conventional methods.

However, most of the above-mentioned methods pay less attention to the characteris-
tics of the blurry images. We believe that an adaptive mechanism is necessary to handle the
non-uniform spatial varying blur kernels. In order to adaptively restore different kinds of
blur in the network, this paper disentangles the real complex blur image into near uniform
global blur and non-uniform local blur. A dual-branch network with attention mechanism
is introduced to disentangle the global-local blur features and reconstruct the real blurring
image adaptively.

2.2. Multi-Branch Network in Image Restoration Task

The multi-branch network architecture has been widely used in many deep-learning-
based algorithms, while there have been still a few attempts for image restoration. Different
branches are usually designed as different architectures for specific tasks. Li et al. [29]
proposed a deep guided network for image deblurring tasks, which includes an image
deblurring branch and a scene depth feature extraction branch. The image deblurring
branch is guided by the scene depth feature extraction branch to restore a clear image. The
image restoration task usually contains two parts of information, namely image structure
and details. Combining these features, Pan et al. [30] proposed a parallel convolutional
neural network for image restoration tasks. The network includes two parallel branches
to jointly estimate the image structure and detail information, and restore them in an
end-to-end manner. Therefore, combining certain characteristics of the image itself can
help to improve the quality of restoration.

From the view of signal processing, the global uniform blur is a linear shift invariant
processing, while, in the local non-uniform blur, the blur kernel will vary with respect to
spatial position. Therefore, different network mechanisms should be considered to deal
with the two types of blur separately.

In this paper, a complex blur image is modeled from a novel perspective, and a
disentangling network of the complex blur image is established from the perspective of
the global uniform blur of the image background and the local blur of the foreground.
Different network branches trained with task-specific datasets to disentangle the global and
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local blur features and adaptively restore a clear image. Different from other multi-branch
networks, in our model, two branches are designed to the same architecture. We show that
the disentangling function can be achieved via a merely data-driven manner by a phased
training strategy.

2.3. Attention Mechanism in the Image Restoration Task

The visual attention mechanism can detect the target in the image and capture the
features of the region of interest quickly. Woo et al. [31] proposed a CBAM (Convolutional
Block Attention Module) model to sequentially implement channel and spatial attention
to extract features. It is widely applied to visual recognition and classification tasks. At
present, it is still an active research topic in image restoration tasks. Reference [32,33]
adopted the attention mechanism to rain removal and multi-degradation factor image
restoration tasks, respectively. Qian et al. [32] employed the visual attention mechanism to
the rain removal task to guide the network to focus on the raindrop. Suganuma et al. [33]
used channel attention to the restoration of various type of degraded images and improved
the robustness of the algorithm by selecting different filters for different types of degrading
factors, such as raindrops, blur, compression distortion, and noise. We use the attention
mechanism to perceive non-uniform motion blur features, and have also achieved promis-
ing results [34]. Therefore, the attention mechanism has the ability to dynamically perceive
blur features and improve the effect of deblurring tasks. Purohit et al. [35] proposed a
self-attention module to handle varying spatially variant blur. Chen et al. [36] extended
the CBAM model to adaptive learn the arrangement of the channel and spatial attention
sub-modules in sequentially or in parallel.

Different from the channel and spatial attention model as CBAM, we introduced
a branch attention to adaptively fused the global and local blur features and guide the
network to generate a restored image with clear structures. In Reference [24], labeled
datasets were adopted to constrain the network to focus on the movement of humans in
the foreground. Different from Reference [24], we introduced a phased training strategy
with task-specific datasets to train different branches and the branch attention model.

3. Proposed Method

We propose a dual-branch architecture-based global-local blurring feature disentan-
gling network. The network contains two branches, a global blur feature extraction branch,
and a local blur feature extraction branch. Firstly, the global blur feature branch and the
local blur feature branch extract the global and local blur feature, respectively. Then, a
branch attention module is used to dynamically fuse the global and local features to obtain
the attention mask and apply on the local blur feature branch, which helps the local blur
branch to capture the blur variance. Finally, the weighted feature of the local blur branch is
combined with the global blur branch feature to jointly guide the generation of a restored
image with sharp edges.

3.1. Network Architecture

The framework of the proposed global-local blur disentangling network is shown in
Figure 2. The network is composed of 4 modules, a global blur feature extraction module,
a local blur feature extraction module, a branch attention module, and a reconstruction
module.

The network takes the blurry image as input. First, the two-branch network extracts
the global and local blur features of the input, respectively. Then, the branch attention
module dynamically fuses the dual branch features to obtain the attention mask and
element-wise multiply the local branch features, so that the local branch module focuses
on the local features. Finally, under the combined effect of the updated weighted local blur
feature and the global blur feature, the reconstruction network is used to restore a clear
image. The four modules are introduced in detail as follows.
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Figure 2. Dual-branch decoupling network architecture.

Local blur feature extraction branch module. The top branch of the framework is
designed to extract the local blur features of the input image x. The architecture of this blur
branch refers to Reference [37]. The module adopts an encoder-decoder architecture with
multiple long and short skip connections. The encoder contains 3 scales, and the input
and output of each scale are connected across layers through long-skipping connections.
Each scale is composed of 6 residual modules, and each residual module is composed
of two convolution layers with a kernel of 3× 3 and a stride of 1. To enhance the fusion
between low-level feature features and high-level features, short-skipping connections and
long-skipping connections are adopted to fuse the feature maps of different layers. The
decoder consists of two transposed convolutions and three convolutional layers. Each
transposed convolution enlarges the spatial scale of the feature map with 2 times. Finally,
we use 3 convolutional layers to reconstruct the restored image. We use the output ΨL of
the first convolution of the decoder as the output of the local blur feature branch, and then
as the input of the branch attention module.

Global blur feature extraction branch module. The architecture of the bottom branch
is designed same as the top branch. To constrain the module to extract the global blur
features of the input, we use global uniform blur data to train the branch and fix the weight
of the branch after the network is converge to ensure that the branch pays more attention to
global blur features. The specific training dataset and training strategy will be introduced
in detail in Section 4.

Branch attention module. We do not simply adopt concatenation or multiplication
on the output feature maps of the two branches. Instead, we designed a branch attention
module to dynamically fuse the global and local blur features and guide the processing
of restoration. As shown in Figure 2, the branch attention module is composed of two
operations, namely element-wise multiplication and addition. Local blur is non-uniform
in different spatial positions. Therefore, we use the concatenation of the three features
as the input of the attention module, so that the attention module can obtain attention
map via different feature maps, which includes the blurry image x, the output of the local
blur branch ΨL, and the output of the global blur branch ΨG. There are two convolutional
layers M(·) is adopted to extract the local weight mask feature map. It multiplies the
corresponding elements with the output ΨL of the local blur branch to obtain the local blur
features. The purpose of this step is to improve the ability to extract local blur features.
Then, add the weighted local blur feature and the output ΨG of the global blur feature
branch to obtain the output ΨB of the branch attention module. The process is shown in (1):

ΨB = ΨL �M(x, ΨL, ΨG) + ΨG, (1)
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where � represents element-wise multiplication. M(·) is the two convolutional layers for
extracting the feature map of the local weight mask, the input is the concatenate feature
of the three features of the blurry image x, the output of the local blur branch ΨL and the
output of the global blur branch ΨG.

Different from the conventional CBAM, our branch attention is a simple element-wise
attention model.

Reconstruction module. Our reconstruction module consists of 2 convolutions. We
use ΨB, the output of the branch attention module, as the input of the reconstruction
module. We use two convolutions with a kernel of 3× 3 to reconstruct a restored image
with the same size as the input image.

3.2. Phased Training and Loss Functions

As shown in Figure 2, the proposed framework contains two parallel branches, which
estimate global and local blur feature from the input, respectively. To constrain the two
branches to extract local and global blur feature, we use a branch loss function and the task-
specific training data to constrain the branch network. There are 2 task-specific training
sets involved in our phased training scheme, a global blur dataset and a local blur dataset,
namely the GoPro dataset [18]. The details of these two datasets are described in Section 4.1.
The training process is divided into 3 phases.

Phase 1: Train the global blur branch with the global blur dataset and a global loss
function.

Phase 2: Train the local blur branch with the GoPro [18] training dataset and a local
loss function.

Phase 3: Fix the network parameters of the global blur feature extraction branch,
ensure that the global blur branch extracts the global blur feature, and then train the overall
network. Therefore, the loss function of the network at this stage computed with the GoPro
dataset.

We train the model by minimizing the dual-branch loss and an image content loss.
The branch loss functions are shown in follows:

LG(x) = ‖ΨG(x)− GGT‖2
2, (2)

LL(x) = ‖ΨL(x)− GGT‖2
2, (3)

where x represents the input blurry image, and GGT and LGT represent the ground truth
corresponding to the global and local blur branch outputs, respectively. ΨG(·) and ΨL(·)
represent global and local blur branch networks, respectively. LG(·) and LL(·) represent
global and local blur branch loss functions.

The content loss function is used to calculate the mean square error loss (MSE) between
the output deblurred image and the corresponding clear image, that is, the L2 loss:

Lφ(x) = ‖φ(x)− XGT‖2
2, (4)

where x and XGT represent the input blurry image and its corresponding clear image,
respectively. φ(·) represents the overall network of the proposed method, which contains
the feature information of the dynamic fusion of the two branches.

4. Experimental Results and Discussion

To evaluate the performance of our proposed method, we conducted intensive ex-
periments in this section. We will introduce the dataset and experimental settings at
first. To verify the effectiveness of the disentangling network and the branch attention,
we conducted comprehensive ablation experiments. In addition, we compared the pro-
posed method with the stat-of-the-art dynamic scene deblurring methods [18,20,21,34,38].
Experimental results and discussions are provided in this section.
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4.1. Dataset and Experimental Settings

As demonstrated in Section 3.2, the training process includes three phases. Different
training sets are employed in different training phases. First, to train the global blur feature
extraction branch, we adopted a synthetic global blur dataset. Then, the GoPro dataset [18]
is used to train the local blur feature extraction branch. Finally, the GoPro dataset is used
to train the overall network. The following are the datasets and parameter settings used in
training.

Global blur dataset. We have built a global blur dataset via blur convolution. The
blur kernels in Reference [39] are adopted to generate the blur images, which includes 32
motion, 16 Gaussian, and 8 defocus blur kernels. The high-quality images are widely used
Berkeley segmentation dataset (BSD68) dataset [40,41]. The global blur dataset contains
3808 blurry and clear image pairs, in which 2536 pairs are used for training and 1272 pairs
are used for testing.

GoPro dataset. (GoPro: https://github.com/SeungjunNah/DeepDeblur_release ac-
cessed on 8 November 2017). The GoPro dataset [18] includes 3214 pairs of blur and clear
images, covering a variety of scenes, and simulating non-uniform blur in dynamic scene.
Instead of modeling a kernel to convolve on a sharp image, the blurry images are generated
by recording the sharp information with a high-speed camera and integrating frames over
time in the GoPro dataset. It is a realistic ground-truth blur dataset. We use the GoPro
dataset to train the local blur extraction branch and the overall network. As the same as
the settings in Reference [18], it is divided into 2103 training sets and the remaining 1111
images work as the testing set.

The data argumentation strategies in the training process include random flipping and
rotation. The image blocks are as the input of the network, among which 120,000 image
blocks are cropped out from the GoPro training set, and 20,000 image blocks are cropped
out from the global blur training set.

Experimental settings. In the three network training phases, we adopted the ADAM
optimizer [42] network training with default parameters. We adopted NVIDIA GeForce
GTX 1080 Ti GPU for model training and testing, and the PyTorch is used to build our
network framework.

4.2. Ablation Experiments

To verify the effectiveness of our proposed dual-branch module and branch attention
module, we conducted 3 ablation experiments. First, the local blur feature extraction
branch network is used as the baseline, which is referred to Local-Branch-Net (LB-Net).
Then, a global blur feature branch network is added to the baseline, which is refer to
Dual-Branches-Net (DB-Net). Finally, the branch attention network is added to the DB-Net,
and the method we propose is called Dual-Branch Attention Fusion Net (DBAF-Net). We
use the direct addition method to fuse the features extracted by the two parallel branches
of DB-Net. Table 1 shows the average Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) results of the
3 models on the GoPro dataset.

Effectiveness of dual-branch modules. Comparing the objective experimental results
of the LB-Net and the DB-Net, we can see that the PSNR of the LB-Net is increased from
31.07 dB to 31.77 dB, a gain of 0.7 dB is achieved. It shows that the global and local
blur feature extracted by the dual-branch network complemented each other to enhance
restoration results. However, the simply addition of the two features in the baseline does
not take full advantage of the dual-branch features.

Effectiveness of the branch attention module. Comparing the objective experimental
results of the DB-Net and the DBAF-Net, we can see that the PSNR of the DB-Net has
increased from 31.77 dB to 32.27 dB, namely 0.5 dB’s gain. It shows that the branch attention
module can effectively integrate dual-branch features.

https://github.com/SeungjunNah/DeepDeblur_release
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Table 1. Average Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) Results of ablation experiments.

Model LB-Net DB-Net DBAF-Net

Local Branch X X X
Global Branch X X

Branch Attention X

PSNR (dB) 31.07 31.77 32.27

The subjective results of the ablation experiments are shown in Figure 3. From the
zoom in regions, we can see that the restoration results of the DBAF-Net contain richer
details. Aiming at the global blur text characteristics in the background, clear and recogniz-
able characters are restored on the wall. For the blur motion in the foreground, the human
arm can also get clear edge features.

Effectiveness of the disentangling network. The dual-branch architecture and the
phased training scheme were designed to implement the global-local blur disentangling.
Note that the LB-Net was end-to-end trained using the GoPro dataset. Therefore, it is a
baseline framework without any disentangling design. While the DBAF-Net is the fully
disentangling network. From Table 1, we can see that the DBAF-Net achieved 1.2 dB’s
gain. Generally, this gain is visually perceptible. We can see that our proposed global-local
blur disentangling network, which was implemented via our dual-branch architecture and
phased training scheme, is effective for dynamic scene image deblurring.

Figure 3. Subjective results of ablation experiments. From left to right are the blurry image, restoration
results of the Local-Branch-Net (LB-Net), Dual-Branches-Net (DB-Net), Dual-Branch Attention Fusion
Net (DBAF-Net), and the ground truth.

4.3. Comparisons with State-of-the-Art Deblurring Methods

To measure the effective of the proposed method, we compared our method with 9
other latest dynamic scene image deblurring methods in this subsection. They are method
proposed by Nah et al. [18], DeblurGAN [20], DeblurGAN-v2 [21], BAG [34], and the
method proposed by Gao et al. [38]. The method of Nah et al. [18] uses an end-to-end
network to restore images and achieves a good deblurring effect. DeblurGAN [20] applies
generative adversarial networks to image deblurring tasks, and this method can restore im-
age details better. DeblurGAN-v2 [21] can recover rich edges and contours. The BAG [34]
and Gao’s method [38] are the latest dynamic scene deblurring algorithms, which achieve
good subjective and objective results on the GoPro dataset. Jiang’s method [43] generalizes
better to handling real-world motion blur. Yuan’s method [44] and Lei’s method [36] can
better restore blurry images in dynamic scenes. Shen’s method [24] restored the blurry
images with more semantic details. All objective results are reported in the papers.

Subjective evaluation. Figure 4 shows the subjective results of some of the compared
methods. We can see that our method can restore the blurry image in high dynamic
scene, and obtain the restored image with clear edges. It can be seen from the first image
that the result of Gao’s method [38] is blur in the zoom in regions. The characters on
the wall cannot be recognized due to global blur. The result of DeblurGAN-v2 [21] is
likely to cause averaging of restored images for local motion blur. Our method can better
restore the dynamic blur of the sleeves and the uniform blur of the background text, which
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indicated that our method can handle both global and local blur. We have released the
representative results of the proposed method in Figure 4 through the following website:
https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.14068721.v1 accessed on 20 February 2021.

Figure 4. Subjective results of the GoPro test images. From top to bottom are the blurry images, the results
of DeblurGAN (GAN = Generative Adversarial Network) [20], DeblurGAN-v2 [21], BAG [34], Gao’s method [38], our
method, and the ground truth.

https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.14068721.v1
https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.14068721.v1
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Note that the ground truth images are taken by a high-speed global shutter camera
as shown in the last row in Figure 4. According to the sampling theorem, most motion
blur results in the shutter frequency is lower than 2 times the object motion. The proposed
technique is used to relieve the frequency confusion effects.

Objective evaluation. The objective experimental results of different methods are
listed in Table 2. From the results we can see that our proposed method achieved 32.27 dB,
which is a significant improvement in the objective results. The SSIM is comparable to
other methods.

Computation complexity. To evaluate the computational complexity of different
methods, we have tested several compared methods with author-released source codes.
The running time results in seconds for a 720 × 1280 image are listed in Table 2. We can see
that the running time of our method is 0.72 s. It is the fastest method.

The basic operation unit of our proposed network is a 3× 3 convolution on pixels.
Therefore, the computation complexity is approximately linearly correlated to the size of
input images. For example, for a 2 K input image (2048× 1080), the running time is 2.1 s.

For 4 K or 8 K images, more memory is required for the GPU platform. Maybe it can
be processed as different sub-images.

Table 2. Average PSNRs, SSIMs, and running time on the GoPro dataset.

Method PSNR (dB) SSIM Time (s)

Nah et al. [18] 28.3 0.92 3.09

DeblurGAN [20] 27.2 0.95 0.97

DeblurGAN-v2 [21] 29.6 0.93 7.15

BAG [34] 29.4 0.89 1.13

Jiang et al. [43] 29.67 0.93 –

Yuan et al. [44] 29.81 0.94 –

Gao et al.[38] 30.92 0.94 1.60

Shen et al. [24] 30.26 0.94 –

Lei et al. [36] 31.42 0.94 –

Ours 32.27 0.92 0.72

4.4. Discussion

An extensive discussion of our proposed global-local blur disentangling network
for dynamic scene deblurring is made in this section to provide further insights into the
potential of further work.

• Dynamic scene deblurring and its challenge
In dynamic scene images, the complex blurs caused by various sources, such as
object motion, camera shake, and scene depth variation. Different types of blurs
are randomly coupled together with different parameters. For camera shake, it
results from global blur. The blur kernel may be uniform everywhere. For object
motion and scene depth variation, the blur kernel is local, which varies with respect
to spatial position. Therefore, variation is the major challenge in dynamic scene
image deblurring. We proposed to handle the complex variation of blur kernels with
disentangling analysis. The different types of blur are roughly divided into a global
and a local blur components. It is reasonable to handle the global and local blurs with
different deblurring schemes. Intuitively, the idea of disentangling analysis provides
adaptive mechanism to handle the variation of blur kernels.

• Disentangling blur analysis and its implementation
The motivation of our proposed method is to disentangle the blur to global and
local components. The way to implement the disentangling operation depends on
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two points, viz. the dual-branch architecture and the phased training scheme. The
dual-branch network provides a framework to disentangle the two types of blur
components. The phased training scheme forces the different branches to extract
the global and local blur features, respectively. The advantages of our dual-branch
network include (1) avoiding error accumulation and (2) partially interpretable, while
the disadvantage is that it cannot be trained in an end-to-end manner.

• Potential alternative implementation
There are alternative approaches, such as the attention mechanism, to implement the
idea of blur disentangling analysis. Using attention mechanism to disentangle blur
features will be an interesting exploration. The attention-based blur disentangling
network will depend on data correlation. Therefore, there is potential to discover more
interesting disentangled blur factors. The drawback of the attention-based network is
more parameters are involved, which leading to more training data required.

• Limitations on performance
The proposed dual-branch network benefits from the realistic ground-truth blur
dataset, GoPro [18]. Compared to kernel convolution, integrating over time to the
high frame rate videos provides more realistic dynamic blurry images. It enables
efficient supervised deep learning and rigorous evaluation. However, there are two
limitations that affect the performance of deblurring for real-world images. One
is the inaccurate camera response function (CRF). As mentioned in Reference [18],
there is no efficient CRF estimation algorithm available, the gamma correction with
γ = 2.2 is used to estimate the CRF. Another one is domain mismatching. If the input
blurry images are far away from that of the training set, the performance may decline.
Domain adaptation methods may be helpful in such case.

• Other potential applications and future work
Idea of global-local blur disentangling analysis and its implementation, dual-branch
network with phased training scheme, can be directly extended to video deblurring
applications. For every single blurry frame in a video, the restoration task usually
can be formatted as a deblurring issue for dynamic scene images. Note that the sharp
images in the GoPro dataset are taken by a high-speed camera and selected from video
frames. In addition, in video deblurring applications, there are more temporal priors
that can be further explored to enhance the temple consistency of the restored frames.
Towards real-world low-quality image restoration tasks, there are several other degra-
dation factors that should be considered, such as noise, very high or low illumination,
compressed artifacts, and so on. It is an interesting topic to solve the image restoration
issues with the coexisting of different degradation factors via the idea of disentangling
analysis. However, the degradation models for different factors are quilt different.
For example, noise in real-world can be extra complex. To further explore this topic,
we should pay more attention to prior knowledge of the degradation models and
large-scale realistic training data.

5. Conclusions

We propose a parallel dual-branch disentangling network for decouple the global
and local blur features. The network decomposes the feature extraction process into two
branches. Through a phased training strategy, the network is trained to decouple and
analyze global and local blur features. The attention fusion module is used to dynamically
guide the reconstruction of restoration image. The feature map extracted by the branch
network shows that the proposed dual-branch network can extract complementary features.
The experimental results show that, compared with the existing dynamic scene deblur-
ring methods, the proposed method significantly improved the subjective and objective
performances, and the running speed has also been accelerated.

Our work insight that the task-specific branch training brings great promising to dis-
entangle the degradation factors in real-world low-quality images. We provide a potential
way to explore a partially interpretable framework for dynamic restore the real blur images.
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